WikiEducation & Infographics: Working with DSC
Prof. Janni Aragon, Director
Technology & Society Program
Students Hungry for Different Projects

- WikiEducation = super easy to use
- Their staff are wonderful
- Add to Wikipedia
- Publish

Wiki Education @WikiEducation · 1h
Students are in a great position to bring quality information to @Wikipedia in a WikipediaWritingAssignment. They have access to peer-reviewed sources and the subject-matter expertise of their instructor! We'll provide the Wikipedia part :)

Janni Feminist Educator Aragon @janniaragon
Pleased w/ the students' first @WikiEducation assignments. They mostly added to existing @Wikipedia articles. Some did brand spanking new ones, too. Go poli328 @Wikipedia #openscholarship
Wikipediathons @ DSC: Invited 3 of My Classes

• Resident Wikipedian
• Learn more
• Work on their posts
• Find out more about DSC
TS Course Site

This is a site for our Wikipedia assignments.

This Week

There is nothing on the schedule for this week.
Infographics = Data Visualization

• Infographics in Poli and TS courses
• Fundraising and more for candidate papers
• Exploration of policies
Infographics = Data Visualization

• Infographics w/ Race and Tech course for Fall
• Explore their topic and present data and commentary
techsoc@uvic.ca or jaragon@uvic.ca

Prof. Aragon